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What’s unique about opeNWorks?
Regional focus
Size of the partnership
We have publishers...

...but won’t be joining the Dark Side
Elsevier will...

- Provide a publisher perspective at workshops and events

- Support UK researchers in understanding funders and institution OA policies

- Work with UK HEIs to automate tools and services
We have Dr Frances Pinter...

“Frances believes passionately in scholarly research and in digital content providing the opportunity for global communication, openly available so that anyone who has access to the internet can use it.”

Insights, the UKSG Journal, July 2012
Partnership diversity
Resources and structure (OK, not unique...)

- Research Services
  - RS Manager
    - RS Librarian (Scholarly Comms)
      - Assistant (Scholarly Comms)
      - Assistant (Scholarly Comms)

- Teaching & Learning

- Academic Engagement
Outputs

- Case Study
- Workshops
- Conference
- Toolkits
Will need to ensure they are unique!
...and we have a great project name!

opeNWorks
(see what we did there...?)
...any questions?
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